Aromatherapy Associates presents Rose, reimagined: A range of five new essentials
and a luxurious spa body treatment to uplift the spirit & enrich the skin
For these complicated and unsettling times, Aromatherapy Associates, creators of the
world’s most exquisitely-blended, naturally therapeutic essential oil products, is bringing a
new mood of optimism and serenity, with its exceptional new collection of five expertlyblended rose products for body, face and hair – the Rose Bath & Shower Oil, Rose Shower
Oil, Rose Triple Exfoliator, Rose Pink Clay Mask and Rose Hand Cream.
With a trilogy of powerful essential oils at its heart: Damask Rose takes centre stage, one of
the world’s most ancient and commanding roses, handpicked early in the morning before
the sun strikes its petals to better preserve its benefits. Its naturally-uplifting aroma helps
address anxiety and depression, alongside its well-documented skin-rejuvenating abilities.
Green, leafy geranium brings balance; its pronounced, fruit-mint undertone grounds both
body and mind. Finally, Palmarosa, with its soft, slightly sweet-floral uplifting aroma has
healing and calming effects on both mind and skin.
Staying true to their spa heritage, the Aromatherapy Associates team have created their
most luxurious body treatment combining three of their new additions to their Rose
collection - Rose Triple Exfoliator, Rose Pink Clay Mask and Rose Hand Cream. The Rose
Indulgence is the ultimate exfoliation and wrap treatment to uplift the spirit and enrich the
skin.
The treatment begins with guided breathing to aid relaxation, the skin is then exfoliated
smooth, warm mud is applied to specialised areas to balance the body’s energy while you
enjoy a tension relieving scalp massage. Finally, skin is nourished with the layering of rose
gel, oil and cream. Opt for their longer 90 minutes treatment and your hair will treated to a
hair mask and the face will be beautifully cleansed, exfoliated, massaged and rehydrated.
It truly is the ultimate pampering treatment option for day spa guests, those who may have
never experienced a scrub and wrap treatment or simply those that are prepping their skin
for the Autumn/Winter hibernation.
The brand have also teamed up with the renowned Gharieni Group to create a signature
treatment protocol on their Rose Quartz Bed. The two-hour ultimate indulgence integrates
traditional hands on massage with undulating massage as well as inversion therapy for a
truly unique moment of reset.
We are pleased to say that our UK Treatment Lunch Partner is The Mere, Cheshire's
premier resort destination for both business & pleasure.
Price - £105 - £200 / €90 - €220
For more information please contact Christina Salcedas Global Director of Education &
Wellbeing on csalcedas@aromatherapyassociates.com

